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Ultra-slim Smart Touch Computer fits a variety of
industrial applications

ADLINK Technology, Inc. launched
the 15.6” Smart Touch Computer BFS-15W02. With a low-power Intel Atom D2550
processor, the BFS-15W02 allows fanless operation up to 50°C while guaranteeing
longevity support. Unlike conventional panel PCs, this ultra-slim Smart Touch
Computer does not only look appealing, but also provides IP54 protection and
outstanding reliability. Sleek, full-flat touch screen, chemical resistance and ease-ofmaintenance and cleaning are just a few examples of this panel PC’s superior
features. Arm-mount capability and an optional customized, integrated desktop
stand enable the BFS-15W02 to fit anywhere—on a working bench, on the wall or on
a swing arm—and still stay connected via built-in Wi-Fi or dual Gigabit Ethernet.
Product design with style and reliability
The BFS-15W02 adopts a full-flat touch screen that passes the IP54 test, with
waterproof protection on the front and the top, combining data protection and
convenience. An appealing appearance and compact, stylish design is achieved
through flat surfaces and invisible screws. Particularly valuable features include
chemical resistance and easy cleaning. Available with an integrated tilt-adjustable
stand, the BFS-15W02 also supports both 100mm and 75mm VESA mounting holes.
Interactive interface with no boundary
Pre-loaded Windows Embedded Standard 7 Premium and Intel Atom Processor
D2550, the BFS-15W02 offers excellent performance with low power consumption.
Embedded dual Ethernet and Wi-Fi allow users to access and transfer data easily.
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This new product also features capacitive power and brightness buttons for a
reliable and a user-friendly interface. Its fanless design allows high operation
temperatures up to 50oC, providing users with a wide range of working
environments. The BFS-15W02 supports VGA output for a second display to broaden
its applications, and opening the back cover to upgrade the 2.5” SATA HDD/SSD is a
simple task.
Variety of applications
The BFS-15W02’s user-friendly design makes it highly flexible and serviceable in
many different kinds of installations. This simple, complete and compact system
enables straightforward integration into a variety of applications, including retail
stores and showrooms for advertising and content display in a range of locations,
including hotels and restaurants for self check-in/out stands, interactive tourist
information kiosks, as well as healthcare, physical medicine and fitness centers.
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